Statistical and receiver operating characteristic analysis of empirical spike-count distributions: quantifying the ability of cochlear nucleus units to signal intensity changes.
Analytical methods from signal detection theory were applied in an effort to quantify the ability of cochlear nucleus (CN) units to signal changes in intensity. Of particular interest was the relation between this ability and the different patterns of discharge that characterize auditory neurons. Single-unit responses to best-frequency (BF) tone bursts were recorded from neurons in the gerbil cochlear nucleus, and empirical spike-count distributions were generated. The mean-to-variance ratios for regular units were generally larger than those of irregular units. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated from empirical spike-count distributions. The area under the ROC curve [P(A)] was computed and used to define the performance of an observer detecting whether or not a change in firing rate has occurred, thus signaling a change in intensity. For a given change in mean spike count, units characterized by regular interspike-interval (ISI) histograms typically gave larger P(A) values than did units characterized by irregular ISI histograms. In addition, onset units gave larger values of P(A) than did irregular units for a given change in mean spike count. These results suggest that regular and onset units are better able to signal intensity changes than are irregular units.